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 Dice are rolling— the knives are out. Would be pres-di-ents are all a-

-ROUND I don't say they mean harm but they'd each give an arm to see us

(Duo 3)
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-2- "A NEW ARGENTINA"

SIX FEET UNDERGROUND.

IT DOESN'T MATTER WHAT THERE

UNDERDO

A TEMPO!

DROWSY SAW

OUR NATIONS LEADERS ARE A FEEBLE CREW.

THERE'S ONLY TWENTY OF THEM.

ANYWAY - WHAT IS TWENTY NEXT TO MILLIONS WHO ARE
"A NEW ARGENTINA"

You'll be handed power on a plate.

When the ones who matter have their say and chaos installed.

You can reluctantly agree to be called.
"A NEW ARGENTINA"

THEN AGAIN WE COULD BE FOOLISH NOT TO QUIT WHILE WE'RE AHEAD

DISTANCE LEADS ENCHANTMENT AND THAT IS WHY ALL

EXAMPLES ARE DISTINGUISHED MORE IMPORTANT, THEY'RE NOT DEAD. I COULD

FIND JOB SATISFACTION IN PARAGUAY.
"A New Argentina"

This is crazy defeatist talk—why commit political suicide? There's no risk, there's no call for any action at all. When you have unions on your side.